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In this letter we report on the effect of thickness scaling in model PbZr0.2Ti0.8O3sPZTd /SrRuO3

heterostructures. Although theoretical models for thickness scaling have been widely reported,
direct quantitative experimental data for ultrathin perovskites,10 nmd films in the presence of real
electrodes have still not been reported. In this letter we show a systematic quantitative experimental
study of the thickness dependence of switched polarization in(001) epitaxial PZT films,
4 to 80 nm thick. A preliminary model based on a modified Landau Ginzburg approach suggests
that the nature of the electrostatics at the ferroelectric–electrode interface plays a significant role in
the scaling of ferroelectric thin films. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.
[DOI: 10.1063/1.1765742]

The effect of thickness scaling in ferroelectrics has re-
cently been of immense interest.1–12As the dimensions(both
lateral and vertical direction) of the perovskite layer de-
creases, the fundamental question of size dependence be-
comes crucial. From a theoretical point of view, two models
have been traditionally used to describe size effects, namely
an “intrinsic” effect9,10,13and a “depoling field” effect.4,5,14,15

Experimentally Tybellet al.8 qualitatively showed that even
a 4-nm-thick epitaxial PbZr0.2Ti0.8O3 (PZT) film on Nb:STO
is ferroelectric. However a direct experimental quantification
of the ferroelectric polarization, particularly for films in the
sub-10 nm thickness range has not been reported. For such
ultrathin films direct experimental quantification of size ef-
fects are complicated by extrinsic effects such as leakage and
therefore methods other than the traditionalP–E hysteresis
loop have been reported to characterize the stability of the
polar state.1,7 This letter presents experimental measurements
of the switched polarization in PZT films of thickness down
to 4 nm, in the presence of real electrodes.

A 70-nm-thick SRO layer was grown on STO at 650 °C
followed by the PZT layer via pulsed laser deposition. The
deposition was carried out at 100 mTorr of oxygen and the
sample was cooled down from growth temperature 1 atm of
oxygen. In order to avoid complications from 90° domain
formation the PZT films were grown in a thickness range
from 4 to 80 nm, for which they are entirelyc-axis ori-
ented. The switchable polarization was measured using a Ra-
diant Technologies Precision Premier system at 16 kHz(hys-
teresis loops) and an AFM based pulsed probing technique
with conductive Pt–Ir tips was employed to measure the
pulsed polarization.16

We focused on the PZTs0/20/80d composition, since it
has an in-plane lattice parameter of 3.94 Å,17 which is
closely lattice matched to SROs3.93 Åd. Figure 1(a) is a low
magnification TEM image of a 4 nm(nominal) thick film;
the interfaces between SRO and PZT are sharp, identified as
dashed lines in the high resolution image, Fig. 1(b). The
electrode–ferroelectric interface shows a significantly re-
duced dislocation density, attributed to the small lattice mis-
match(0.7%) at growth temperature of 600 °C. The inset to
Fig. 1(b) is a selected area optical diffraction of the high-
resolution image, which yields a quantitative tetragonality of
1.05.
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FIG. 1. Structural characterization of ultrathin PbZr0.2Ti0.8O3 films with
high resolution transmission electron microscopy(HRTEM). (a) Cross-
section TEM of 4 nm PZT film with top and bottom SrRuO3 (SRO) layers
grown on SrTiO3 sSTOd. The image shows that the 4 nm PZT layer is
continuous over several microns length.(b) HRTEM of the same sample. It
shows the interfaces are sharp and clean, without misfit dislocations. Inset
shows selected area optical diffraction obtained from the HRTEM image.
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Figure 2(a) is a set of hysteresis loops measured at
16 kHz for 15-, 50-, and 160-nm-(for comparison) thick
films. The 2Pr value obtained from the loop for the
15-nm-thick film is ,150 mC/cm2, which is in agreement
with theoretically predicted values for this composition of
PZT with an in-plane compressive strain.10,17,18Additionally
a systematic increase in the coercive field is observed as the
thickness is scaled down to 15 nm, in agreement with previ-
ous reports.1,2,19However for sub-10-nm-thick films the hys-
teresis loops were leaky, and not credible. Therefore we mea-
sured the polarization under pulsed probing conditions using
an AFM based test setup.16 In order to reduce short circuit
paths and to allow fast rise times, capacitors with submicron
lateral dimensions were fabricated using a modified lift-off
technique in which the photoresist was deliberately underde-
veloped. By making contact to 0.4 by 0.4mm2 pads, we
recorded the switchedsP* d and nonswitched polarization
sP∧d to obtain the switchable polarizationsDPd. Figure 2(b)
plots the switching transients of the 15 and 8 nm at an ap-
plied field of 2750 kV/cm and transients measured for the
4 nm film at 3250 kV/cm, respectively. The switched charge
(i.e., area under the transient) for the 15 and 8 nm films were
calculated to be 145 and 70±5mC/cm2, respectively. A
higher field was necessary for the 4 nm film to obtain a fully
switched transient. Integration of theDP transient, yielded a
switched charge of 11±3mC/cm2. This is also evident in the
change of the vertical scale in the signal response recorded
by the oscilloscope. For the 15 nm film it is approximately
40 mV (left axis) while for the 4 nm film it has dropped to
0.5 mV (right axis). The inset to Fig. 2(b) is a plot of theP*
andP∧ transients for the 4 nm film. The difference between
the P* and P∧ is minute, indicative of a very low magnitude
of the switched charge. These results demonstrate that down
to 15 nm there is no observable drop in the switched polar-
ization. Below 15 nm, it progressively decreases to approxi-
mately 11mC/cm2 for the 4 nm film.

We now compare the experimentally measured thickness
dependence with that predicted from theory. In Fig. 3 we
show the normalized polarization(termed as the order pa-
rameter) as a function of film thickness normalized to the
correlation length,j sd/jd. The value ofj for this particular
composition was calculated to be 2.4 nm using parameters
from Li20 and Zembilgotov.10 We also plot the predicted
thickness dependence, from an intrinsic size effect
model9,10,20(solid plot), from the macroscopic depoling field

model14,15 (dashed plot), and ab initio calculations for
SRO/BaTiO3/SRO (dotted plot). The plot shows that the
sub-10-nm-thick films lie more closely to the depoling
model. However in order to clearly differentiate between the
intrinsic size effect and depoling field effect, we need to
explore the nature of the critical exponent(or scaling law).
Using the approach of Kretschmer and Binder13 the Curie
temperature of the thin film,TC

film, is related to the expected
theoretical transition temperature for a film of the same
thickness(but without any polarization suppression,TC), as

TC
film − TC

TC
~ d−z, s1d

whered is the thickness of the film andz is the shift expo-
nent, equal to 1 for the case where the suppression is domi-
nated by depolarizing field andz=2 for the case where the
suppression is dominated by intrinsic effects.13 The inset to
Fig. 3, which plots

lnSTC
film − TC

TC
D

as a function of film thickness, is a theoretical prediction of
the dependence ofTC using an elementary model based on
the Landau–Ginzburg–Devonshire(LGD) equation. We have
used the formalism of Pertsevet al.10 to modify prefactors in
the

a8 = a −
2Q12«M

S11 + S12
, s2d

b8 = b +
4Q12

2

S11 + S12
, s3d

g8 = g, s4d

where«M is the misfit strain,Sij is the compliance along the
respective crystallographic directions, andQ12 is the elec-
trostriction coefficient. To extractTC

film, we used the Curie–
Weiss law and the above modified LGD equations, which
correlate the measured polarization to the transition tempera-
ture. Our preliminary calculations show a linear fit with a
slope of,1, suggesting the governing role of depoling fields

FIG. 2. Ferroelectric measurements as a function of film thickness.(a) Hys-
teresis loops for 15-, 50-, and 160-nm-thick PZT films. The loops are sharp
and well saturated down to 15 nm with 2Pr ,150 mC/cm2. (b) Current
transients for the 15(solid), 8 (dashed), and 4 nm(dotted) film, respectively,
measured with the AFM based pulsed probing technique. The applied field
was 2750 kV/cm for the 8- and 15-nm-thick film, while 3250 kV/cm was
applied to the 4 nm film. A sharp drop in the signal strength as seen from the
vertical scale is observed. The inset shows switched(solid) P* and non-
switched(dashed) P∧ response for the 4-nm-thick film.

FIG. 3. Comparison of the order parameter as a function of thickness with
theoretical predictions. The solid plot shows the predictions from an intrin-
sic size effect model, the dashed plot from the macroscopic depoling field
model and the dotted plot isab initio depoling field calculations for SRO/
BTO/SRO by Junquera and Ghosez. The squares are experimentally mea-
sured switched polarization normalized to the thick film value. The inset
plots the calculated lnfsTC

film −TCd /TCg vs ln (thickness) with a linear fit to
the calculation, which reveals a slopez=1.
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at the electrode–ferroelectric interface in determining the sta-
bility of ferroelectricity, in agreement with the theoretical
predictions of Ghosez5 and Glinchuk.4 However to conclu-
sively verify this, accurate experimental determination ofTC
for a ferroelectric heterostructure with top and bottom elec-
trodes, coupled with a more complex model which takes into
account the surface and/or depolarization effects,9,10 is
needed. Such experiments on the direct experimental deter-
mination of TC and the corresponding calculations are
ongoing.
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